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ABSTRACT 

Name   : Susi Marselina Tamba 

Reg. Number  : 0304161058 

Faculty/Department : FITK/ English Education Department 

Advisor  : 1. Dr. H. Amiruddin, MS, MA, MBA, Ph.D  

  2. Dr. Hj. Farida Repelita Waty Kembaren, M.Hum 

Title of Thesis : The Effectiveness of Using Scattergories Games Towards 

Students’ Vocabulary at Mts Baharuddin Tapanuli Selatan 

 

This study aims to determine the effect of the scattergories games toward students’ 

vocabulary observed and conducted at MTs Baharuddin Tapanuli Selatan. This 

research was conducted using quasi experimental research design. The populations in 

this research are students of seventh grade MTs Baharuddin Tapanuli Selatan. And 

the sample of this research was all of the students of second grade MTs Baharuddin 

because the total number of the population less than 0ne hundred students. In this 

research, the researcher using scattergories games in experimental class while in 

controlled class without using scattergories game. In this study, the researcher use 

pretest, treatment and posttest. Researcher uses SPSS v. 26 to calculate the data. In 

the posttest of experimental class and controlled class the researcher finds that the sig. 

(2 tailed) on the t-test 0.00 < 0.05, so there is significant different between controlled 

class and experimental class. Ha accepted and Ho rejected. It can be conclude that 

there is an effect towards students’ vocabulary by using scattergories game. 

(Key Word: Vocabulary, Scattergories Games) 
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CHAPTERiI 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Backgroundiof the Study 

Languageiis a key of knowledge.
1
 In daily human life, languageiis a very 

essential means oficommunication. By using it, individuals can communicate and 

socialize with each other and they can convey their ideas, convince others, or promise 

something. When two or more people communicate with each other in speech, we can 

call the system of communication that they employ a code. In most case the code will 

be something we may also want to call a language.
2
 Language is a representation of 

concepts that are combined into words using speech sounds. Words combined into 

sentences, this combination responds those ideas become thoughts.
3
 In other contexts, 

in transmitting concepts, ideas, or feeling, language is known as a system of 

interaction withiother individuals using sounds, symbolsiand phrases. 

In globalization erainowadays, English language is not weird to our ears. 

English has been considered one of the mostiimportant subjects in schools especially 

in junior andisenior high schools. Even so, there are still many studentsiwho are not 

ready to face it, especially in junior highischool. They find it difficult to understand 

                                                             
1
 FaridaiRepelita Waty, (2018), Translation Theories and Practice; A Guideline to be 

Professional Translator, Medan, p. 1 

2
 Farida Repelita Waty, (2014), Language Phenomenon In Bilingual And Multilingual 

Situation Proceedings of International Conference on the 2
nd

 English Literature and Education 

(ELITE). P. 325 

3
  Sholihatul Hamidah, (2017), IntroductionitoiGeneral Linguistics, Medan:La-Tansa Press, p. 

12 
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English as their second language and especially to memorizeitheir vocabulary. 

Learning vocabulary isiacknowledged to be an important building block in the 

acquisitioniof a language, and it is also reportedias being closelyirelated toienhanced 

languageiproficiency.
4
 Vocabularyiis one of the most important sub-skills to be 

developed iniEnglish which is widelyidiscussed byimany people.  

Vocabulary is part of learning English in school and will always be learned 

throughout one's life. Even though language consists of a limited set of grammar 

rules, people will never be at the end of words to learn.
5
 Of course,iall sub skills such 

asavocabulary, grammar, pronunciation are very important.aBut everything will be 

difficult if you communicateawithout vocabulary ratherathan without grammar. 

Vocabulary has an important role in language teachingiand learning because without 

knowing many words, students cannot understandaothers or expressatheir ideas.  

Wilkins stated in Thornbury, "Without veryalittle grammar canabe delivered, 

withoutavocabulary, nothing canabe said."
6
 If students only learn the structure of 

language without knowing aalot ofavocabulary, their Englishaability will not improve 

properly because the improvement in students' English skills can be seen from the 

ability to use language skills, meanwhile to be able to use vocabulary mastery skills is 

a must. Therefore, by having a lot of vocabulary, second or foreign language learners 

                                                             
4
 Elsa Traganta, Anna Marsola, at all. 2015. Vocabularyalearning ataprimary school: a 

comparison of EFL and CLIL. InternationalaJournaliofaBilingualaEducation andaBilingualism.Vol. 

4(3).p.1 

5
NorbertiSchmitt, (2000), VocabularyiiniLanguageiTeaching, USA:Cambridge Universityi 

Press,  p. 4 

6
 ScottiThornbury, (2002), HowitoiTeachiVocabulary, (UK: PearsoniEducation Limited, p. 13 
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will learn languages more easily. If not, students with limited vocabulary will find it 

difficult to speak fluently, understand texts, understand conversations, and 

communicate their ideas in a foreign language.  

According toaRichard, "Vocabularywis a coreacomponent of language 

proficiencyiand provides much of the basis for how wellilearners speak, listen, read, 

and write. Withoutiextensive vocabulary and strategies for acquiring new vocabulary, 

learners often achieve less than their potential and may be discouragedifrom making 

use of languageilearning opportunities around them, such as listening to the radio, 

listening to native speakers, using theilanguage in different contexts, reading, or 

watchingitelevision."
7
 Therefore, it can be determined that withoutimastering 

vocabulary, studentsiwill not be able to learn a language. 

Based on Ningrum’s research
8
, he divided students' problems into vocabulary 

into four themes. The first is the problem in saying words. When researchers ask 

students to read English texts, most of them have errors in saying words. The second 

is a problem in spelling words. When researchers ask them to spell words, they find it 

difficult to spell those words because the teacher who teaches them does not teach 

how to spell words well, they only learn how to read words by repetition. The third is 

the problem in deciding the meaning of the word. Because there is little vocabulary 

mastery in students, it makes itidifficultifor them to know theimeaning of theiword, 

                                                             
7
 JackiC. Richard, WillyiA. iRenandya, (2002). Methodologyiin LanguageiTeaching. 

(NewiYork: CambridgeiUniversity Press) p. 255 

8
 Wahyu Ningrum, (2019), Students’ Problem in Learning Vocabulary at Eight Grade iniOne 

ofiJunior High Schools iniJambi , p. 38-42i 
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especially similar words, but have different goals. Fourth is the problem in using 

words correctly. Various kinds of word meanings make students confused in 

determining the meaningiof words basedion the context.  

In fact, based on the researcher teaching experience, there are several 

problemsifaced by studentsiin learning vocabulary. The students have a problemiin 

mastering vocabulary. Theyican’t pronounce the vocabularyicorrectly. The teacher 

still uses conventional methodsain teaching vocabulary. Theastudents’ ability in 

vocabularyiis still low. There are two factors thatiinfluence the low level inimastering 

vocabulary: internal and external. Theiinternal factors are less motivation on the 

student’s, lack of practices, learning style, less interest, and etc. and the external 

factors is environment, teaching approach,istrategy, media,itool, etc. 

It seemed from the problem above it is suggested that teachers have more 

ways of teaching English that can make learning English more interesting and make 

students easier especially to learn vocabulary. Initeaching vocabulary, a teacher can 

use some methods andistrategies, approaches or technique. The aim of applyingithese 

varieties ofimethods, strategies, approaches or technique is to make the lesson easy to 

be learned and understood and thenishould be fun and can be active students 

inilearning. Allah says in holyiQur’an as the following inisurah An-Nahl : 125: 
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The meaning: Invite (humans) to the way of your Lord withiwisdom and good 

lessons and argue with themiin a good way. Indeed, it is your Lord whoiknows better 

about thoseiwho have strayed from His ways and He whoiknows better about those 

who are guided. 

Basedion this verse, it canibe attributed that English vocabulary is important, 

because vocabulary use is a basic language skill. It shows up in every language, and 

then it is theikey for students to understand whatithey are learning to hear andiread, 

and toisuccessfully communicate withiothers. 

Many strategies can beaused for language teaching. One type of strategy is 

game. There are many kinds of game in teachingavocabulary. In this case, the 

researcher willachoose one game. The researcher will use scattergories game in 

learning process. Scattergories Game is a game that is played by unique naming 

objectsiin a set oficategories, given initialiletters, within a timeilimit. Through this 

game, theiteacher wants to find out how many students can get vocabulary in a short 

time, and try to describe what they write in English. The reason why the researcher 

choose scattergories gameais believed as anaeffective way toward students’ 

vocabulary. There are several reasons why the Scattergories games should be used in 

                                                             
9
 Al-Qur’an, 16:125 
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teaching vocabulary. The first is the Scattergories games that makes students will be 

moreiinteractive and think criticallyithat will make students more active in English 

learning processiand compete with their friends. The second is this game has rules 

that are easy for students to do. The third is this gameamakes the teaching and 

learning processamore interesting and less stressful, it means that the Scattergories 

game has a positive impact on learning English process. 

Based on the explanation above, the researcher intendsito conduct the research 

under the title, The Effectiveness of Using Scattergories Game Towards Students’ 

Vocabulary at the EighthiGrade of Mts Baharuddin In AcademiciYear 2019/2020. 

B. Identificationiof the Problem  

Based on theibackground above, the researcher identifies the problem as follow:  

1. Students cannot pronounce words correctly. 

2. The students’ ability inivocabulary is still low.  

3. The teachers still useaconventional methods. 

4. Students have difficulty in using the word appropriately.  

C. The Formulationiof the Problem  

Based on theaproblem above can be formulatedias follow: “Is using 

Scattergories game effectively towards students’ English vocabulary at the eighth-

grade of MTs Baharuddin in Academic Year 2019/2020?” 

D. The Objectiveiof the Study 
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The objectiveiof the study will to find out whether using the Scattergories 

game is effective towards students’ vocabulary at the eighthigrade of MTs 

BaharuddiniinaAcademiciYear 2019/2020. 

 

E. Significance of theiStudy 

The Significant of theistudy are expected to be useful for theiteacher, students, 

and further researcher. They areias follows:  

1. For the teachers, this study gives some information aboutiother sources that 

can be used inateaching English. Hopefully, it can help English teachers in 

developing students’ vocabularyiby using Scattergories game. 

2. For theastudents, hopefully, Scattergories game can help the students 

overcome their difficulties in learningavocabulary, and hopefully, it can 

motivate them to learn English since Scattergories game is attractive.  

3. For thearesearcher, the researcher hopefully can be operated iniconducting 

further research/study foriobtaining betteriresult. 

4. Foriother researchers, hopefully, it can give other researcher ideas in teaching 

English and develop their vocabulary by using Scattergories game.  

F. Limitationiof the Study   

Basedion the problems that haveabeen explained above, the researcher focuses 

this study on the effectiveness of using Scattergoriesigame towards students’ 
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vocabulary especially vocabulary atathe eighth grade of MTsaBaharuddin in 

Academic Year 2019i/i2020. 
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CHAPTERiII 

LITERATUREiREVIEW 

A. TheoriticalaFramework 

In conducting a research, theories are needed to explainisome concepts or 

terms applied concerning to the research. The collectioniof literature that related to 

the study will beiconducted in this study in order to strengthen thisistudy. It’s useful 

to avoid misunderstanding between writer andireaders. 

1. Vocabulary 

1.1 Definition ofiVocabulary 

Vocabularyahas a main role inalearning languages and it is anaimportant 

language component that must beamastered by language learners. Students who 

already haveaa lot of vocabulary will certainly beimore fluent inispeaking, writing, 

reading and listening. Some definitions ofavocabulary are defined by some experts. 

As stated by Hornby there are several meaning of vocabulary, vocabulary is defined 

as all the words that people use contained in a particularilanguage, use in talking a 

particularisubject and as a list of word with their meanings.
10

  Vocabulary as the 

center of language skills which is very influential on how students speak, hear, read 

                                                             
10

 A. S. Hornby, 2015. Oxford Advanced Learner’siDictionary: New 9th Edition, (UK: 

OxfordiUniversity Press) p. 1744 
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and write.
11

 Based on the experts explanations its mean that learning vocabulary 

hasibig influence for English skills. The lack of vocabulary knowledgeiaffects all the 

four languageaskills because without knowing the meaning ofawords, students cannot 

master English all of the skills iniEnglish contain vocabulary. If the students are lack 

ofivocabulary, they will not be successful iniwriting, reading, listening andispeaking. 

But if someone having or mastering a stock of words, they can communicate with 

other people withaeasy and fluency and can understand theainformation that one 

obtains from reading manyiEnglish books. Therefore vocabulary is veryiimportant for 

language learnersiin improving their language skills.  

Vocabulary cannot be separated from the languages, it is important part of 

language. Vocabulary is a component of a language that maintains all of information 

about meaning and using word in language.
12

 It means that vocabulary is the 

important part of language; without vocabulary the language cannot be used to 

maintain all information in language. The vocabulary it is not a developmental skill 

or one that can ever be seen as fully mastered. The expansion and elaboration of 

vocabularies is something that extends across a lifetime. A first consideration in 

delineating the construct of vocabulary in research and practice is that individuals 

have various types of vocabulary that they use for different purposes. 

                                                             
11

 Ashwini M. Namasivayam , Kathy Hipfner-Boucher , TrelaniiMilburn, at al. 2015. Effects 

of coachingion educators ’vocabulary-teaching strategies during sharedireading.  InternationaliJournal 

of Speech-LanguageiPathology.Vol.17(4), p. 347 

12
 JohniLangan. (2002), Readingiand Study Skills. New York. p. 341 
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Basedion the definition above, it canibe conclude that vocabularyiis part of 

languageilearning and it is a central ofilanguage skills and it is very importantiin 

second and foreign language acquisition. Without knowing aalot of vocabulary, 

student willinot be able toiconvey their idea because in every part of our life when we 

want to speak, listen, write, and read need some words. 

In Al-Qur’an, Allah SWT requiredahuman remember to all the name of anything.  

Allah SWT said in surahaAl-Baqarah verse 31 

ٓءِ و   ؤُٓلَ  اءِٓ ه   م  نۢبِ ـوُنىِ بأِ سأ
ةِ ف ق ال  أ  ئِك 

ٓ ل   ل ى ٱلأم  همُأ ع  ض  اءٓ  كُلَّه ا ثمَُّ ع ر  م  م  ٱلْأ سأ اد  لَّم  ء  دِقِ  ع  إِن كُنتمُ ص  


        

The meaning: And He taught Adamathe nature of all things, theniHe placed them 

beforeithe angels, and said: “Tell me the nature ofithese if you areiright.”

Based on the verseiabove the researcher concludesithat God taught the name 

of Adam fully, which gave him the potential ofiknowledge about the name or word 

used pointed objects, oriobjects of teaching function. This verseiinforms that God 

blesses the humanapotential to know names or functions andacharacteristics of 

objects, such as the fire function of theiwind, and so on. He was also awarded the 

potential toispeak. 

 

 

 

                                                             
13

 Al-Qur’an, 2:31 
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1.2 Kinds ofiVocabulary  

There are many vocabularies according to some experts. Hatch and Brown 

divide the vocabulary into two kinds based on its use. Those are receptive and 

productive vocabulary.
14

 

1) Receptive vocabulary  

According to Gaims and Redman, receptive vocabulary as a language item 

which can only be understood in the context of listening and reading material.
15

 It can 

be concluded that learners know and understand their meaning but cannot produce 

them in active skill such as speaking and writing. The words can be found when 

someone read a text but cannot use words in the text for speaking or writing.   

2) Productive vocabulary   

It is the words that the learners understand and can pronounce correctly and 

use constructively in speaking and writing. It involves what is needed for receptive 

vocabulary plus the ability to speak or write at the appropriate time. Therefore, 

productive vocabulary can be addressed as an active process, because the learners can 

produce the words to express their thoughts to others. 

                                                             
14

 Hatch, iE & Brown. 1995. Vocabulary, iSemantics, andiLanguage Education. Cambridge: 

CambridgeiUniversity Press.  

15
 Gaims, R and Redman S. 1996. Working With Words: A Guide ToiTeachingiAnd 

LearningiVocabulary. Cambridge: CambridgeiUniversity, p.65 
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According to Nation, vocabulary is divided to four kinds based on frequency 

and range vocabulary often found in the language; those are high frequency words, 

academic words, technical words, and low frequency words.
16

  

1) High frequency words  

High frequency words are words that contained approximately 3000 word 

families that most frequently occurred in conversational language.  

2) Low frequency words   

All the rest of the word families which of these words are known or are worth 

learning depend on leaners personal interest, education background or current studies, 

area of employment; social, cultural natural environment and so on. The words just 

occur rarely.   

3) Academic word   

Words families occur much more frequently in academic texts (textbook, 

lectures, handouts, journal article, reference manual, seminar presentation) than in 

non-academic usage, across of different disciplines. 

 

 

 

                                                             
16

 Nation. I. S. P, 1996. LearningiVocabulary in Another Language, (UK: Cambridge 

UniversityiPress) pp. 46-47 
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4) Technical words  

Low-frequency word family used in a scientific, occupational, sporting, 

cultural or other specialized field. They are usually only recognized by individuals 

with an interest or experience in a particular area. 

Iniconclusion from the explanation about kinds ofivocabulary above, it is so 

important to teachers and learners toiknow and understand the kinds of vocabulary 

before doingathe process of teaching-learningivocabulary we can develop our 

vocabulary through outs our wholeilives, we can learn new words and explain our 

knowledge fromaour experience in our life. Moreover, the vocabulary itselfihas 

differentidividing of vocabulary kinds which can also affect teaching-learning 

instruction and objectives. 

Vocabulary also can be divided based on language skills, they are:  

a) Readingivocabulary  

A literate person’s reading vocabularyiis all the words he or she can recognize 

whenireading. This is generally the large type of vocabularyisimply because a 

reader tends toibe exposed to more words by reading than byilistening. 

b)  Listening vocabulary  

A person’s listening vocabulary is all theiwords he or she can recognizeiwhen 

listening toaspeech. This vocabulary is aided in size byicontext and tone of 

voice.  
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c) Speakingivocabulary   

The speech vocabulary of a person is all the words he or she uses in speech. It 

is likely to be a subset of the language for listening. Words are frequently 

misused because of the spontaneous nature of expression. This misuse can be 

compensated by facial expression, tone of voice, or hand movements, even if 

subtle and unintended. 

d) Writingivocabulary  

Words used in various forms of writing from formal essays to writer feeds. In 

voice, several written words do not often appear. When communicating, 

writers usually use a limited set of words. For instance, if a number of 

synonyms exist, a writer would have his own preference. 

           
17

   

Theimeaning: “and everything, small and big, isiwritten down” (Al-Qamari54:53). 

2. ScattergoriesiGame  

2.1 General Definitioniof Game  

Nowadays, games is used as technique in teaching English because teaching 

English as foreign language is not an easy task for people and in order not to get 

bored soon, teacher needs to create fun in the process of teaching and learning. In 

teaching and learningaprocess, teachers need toimake interesting learning methods 

that can make students interested in the lessons learned. One method that canihelp the 

learningiprocess is to use games. There are some definitions of games according to 

                                                             
17 Al-Qur’an, 54:53 
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some experts. As cited by Wright, game is an activityiin which the learnersiplay and 

usually interact withiothers that is very entertaining, entrancing and also 

challenging.
18

 

Students will feel interested and excited when they play games. They will feel 

challenged to defeat their opponents. Competition is very valuable in playing games 

because it will inspire and encourage students to engage in the activity, since they 

inherently want to beat the other teams. When learning is connected with a game, it 

will be easier for students toiunderstand the lesson because they learniin a fun way. 

However, in order to use games in classrooms, it is equally important that students 

clearly clarify and understand the rules of the games before playing them. There 

should only be a few laws that are well-explained 

Martinson stated that games are effective tools for learning because they offer 

students a hypothetical environment in which they can explore alternative decisions 

without the risk or failure. Playing games teaches us how to strategize, to consider 

alternatives and to think flexibility.”
19

 Games is an action that have some rules and 

goals but it fun at the same time. Moreover, game is one of the highest motivating 

techniques that can automatically stimulate students’ interest. Games are always 

become fun activity to the learners.  

                                                             
18

 AndrewiWright, DavidiBetteridge, Michael Buckby, (2006), Games foriLanguage 

Learning, UK: CambridgeiUniversity Press, p. 1 

19
 Akbar Bahari. (2020).Game-basedicollaborative vocabulary learning iniblended and 

distanceiL2 learning. The Journal ofiOpen, Distanceiand eLearning.Vol.1(3).p.3 
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By using games, they can attract their interest. Besides, learners can learn and 

having fun with games. As stated by Gozcu, “gamesaprovide encouragement to 

interact and communicate successfully forilearners and it will make easier for 

students to create a context toiuse language meaningfully, decreases anxiety, and 

allow learners toastudy in relaxed andaenjoyable atmosphere.”
20

 While playing, 

students haveifun, relax, exercise, and teaseitheir friends.  

Besides that, students learn at the same time. They acquire new vocabulary 

along with its spelling and pronunciation. Students begin to realize that they have to 

speak or pronounce the words clearly if they want others to understand what they are 

saying. From some definitions and some purposes about games above, it can be 

concludedithat game is one ofiteaching and learning material thatihave rules, goal and 

anielement of fun in which very usefulness for teaching and learning a language.   

The importance of the learning process is supportediby Islamic teachings. Islam is a 

religion that enforces compulsory educationiwith the followingihadith: 

الكِِ ق ال   نأ ا ن سِ بأنِ م  ُ  :ع  سُلُ اَل  ل ى كُل   :ق ال  ر  ةُ ع  لمِ   ط ل بُ األعِلأمِ ف رِيأض   (رواه ابن ماجه... )مُسأ

Theimeaning is : From Anas bin Malik said : Rasulullah said: Seeking knowledge is 

an obligationifor every Muslim. (HR. Ibnu Majah) 

2.2 Definition of Scattergories Game 

                                                             
20

 Emine Gozcu, (2016), The Importanceiof Using Games in EFL Classroom, Cypriot Journal 

and of EducationaliSciences, Vol. 11 No.3, p. 127 
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Scattergories game is a game published by Parker Brother in 1988. 

Scattergories game is the variations of the category game and can build general word 

learning. Scattergories is a branch of board game. Scattergories are usually played by 

2-6 people. People playing Scattergories game must write the words of the initials 

listed and the answers from each player must be different from other players. 

Meddaugh and Kudrowitz in Husain stated that it is a game that give a timeilimit and 

airandom letter of the alphabet and musticome up with unique examples ofiitems 

beginning with thatiletter that fit into a setiof given categories. Furthermore, this 

game is given time limit, it stimulates the player or students to think fast and correctly 

and this game offers the player to stimulate ability to categorize word by word 

quickly.  

For example, the word that comes out is the letter "M", category “fruit” so the 

player should write a wordithat start from theiletter "M" for the word like "Mango". 

As soon as possible the student must get a different word from his friend. If he has a 

different word, he will get a score and if he gets the same word with his friend, he 

will get nothing.  

Based on the example above, the Scattergories game is appropriateato be 

taught in languageaclassroom especially in vocabulary. Its helps the students to 

stimulated them to think fast in categorizing word. According to Yuliansyah and 

Syafei by using this game teachers can see the improvement ofistudents’ vocabulary 

mastery and teach the vocabularies based on each letter categories that they have got. 

Therefore, students will memorize the vocabulary that they have got while they 
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playing the game with their classmates in which students will feel more enjoy in 

learning English. 

 

2.3 Advantage and Disadvantage of Using Scattergories Game  

Games are always loved by children. Games are related to fun, movement, 

and competition. Moreover, their concentration is shorter than adult’s concentration. 

However, teacher must apply a good and creative method to keep the student’s 

concentration in learning the material. As stated by Huyen in Akdogan, games make 

the classroom atmosphere more relaxed and more interesting, game involves 

competition between students, vocabulary games bring real world context to the 

classroom.
21

  

As cited by Diana she found some advantages and also some disadvantages in 

using games.
22

 The first advantage of applying some games in teaching learning 

process was students will feel more enjoy and have fun while learning process. The 

second advantage of applying some games in teaching learning process was easier 

and simpler for teachers. However, the use of games in teaching English vocabulary 

not only gave benefit bothito the teacher and theistudents but also gave difficultyito 

                                                             
21

 Esra Akdogan, “DevelopingiVocabulary in Game Activities iand GameiMaterials” p.32 

22
 Nova Pravita Rus Dian, (2010), The Advantages andiDisadvantages of Using Gamesiin 

Teaching Vocabulary to theiThird Grades of Top SchooliElementary School,  

SebelasaMaretiUniversity. 
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them. The first disadvantage ofiapplying games in teaching learningiprocess was the 

class will be more noisy. Theasecond disadvantage of applying some games in 

teaching learning process was theiteacher has limited time toiexplain the material. 

Based oniexplanation from many experts above, it can be concludedithat games have 

so many advantages such as games is very relaxation and fun and it involve friendly 

competition for students. However, there must be disadvantages from using games, 

such as it makes classroom circumstances noisy and uncontrolled.  

3. Teaching Vocabulary Using Scattergories Game 

In teachingivocabulary, the teacher must beiable to use interesting methods 

that can make students become excited and have fun with the learning being learned. 

In this regard, the Prophet Muhammad hinted at the concept of strategic inithe 

teaching andalearning process contained iniShahih Bukhari, Kitabul 'Ilmi about 

choosing the right time to give advice and teach knowledge, namely:  

الكِِ ع   لَّى اَلُ , نأ ا ن سِ بأنِ م  نِ النَّبيِ  ص  لَّم   ع  س  ل يأهِ و  ا: ق ال  , ع  رُوأ س  لَ  تعُ  ا و  رُوأ ي ش رُ , ي س  لَ  و  ا و  ا وأ  حيخص. )تنُ ف رُوأ

(البجار
23

                         

The meaning : From, Anas bin Malik, from prophet Muhammad SAW said: 

Give convenience and do not make it difficult, give good news and do not scare. 

(Shahih Bukhari) 

Based on that Hadith the researcher concluded in order to optimize the existing ability 

ofistudents, it is not enough with varied and effective methods. Of course the teacher 

as the leaderiin the class, the leader for the students when learning and teaching 

process takes place. The teacher must be able to make theiteaching and learning 

process appropriate, interesting, not boringiand fun.  

                                                             
23 Shahih Bukhari, no:69 
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Then, the researcher used Scattergories game to learn vocabulary. In this 

study, the implementation of Scattergories game is associated with descriptiveitext.  

There are severalithings that mustibe prepared while playing Scattergoriesigame:  

1. The teacheridivides students into several groups.  

2. Theiteacher explains theisteps and the rules of the Scattergories game.   

3. Each students take a folder, decide a topic or material that we want to play 

4. When students know the word they are asked to look for adjectives that begin 

with the letters that come out.  

5. Set the timer (15-30 seconds) 

6. When the time is over, the teacher stops everyone whether or not they are 

finished 

7. The teacher checks the students’ answer 

8. Then group that gets the same word will get 0 score and the group that has 

different words will get 1 score. 

B. Conceptual Framework  

Vocabulary is part of learning English at school and will always be studied 

throughout a person's lifetime. Vocabulary has a vital role in teaching and learning 

languages, because without knowing many words, students cannot understand others 

or express their ideas. Therefore, vocabulary is very important, without vocabulary an 

idea cannot be conveyed.  
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However, there are someaproblems in teachingaand learning vocabulary; 

Students are still having difficulty in pronouncing words. Students are still having 

difficulty in deciding the word meaning. Students are still having difficulty in using 

word appropriately. Lack of studentsimotivation in learning English. Theiteacher 

lacks teaching how to spelling theicorrect word for students. Teacher still used 

traditional methods in vocabulary learning to students. Therefore, basedion the 

problems mentioned above, it is suggested thatithe teacher has more ways of teaching 

English that can make learning English more interesting and can make students easier 

to learnivocabulary.  

Thereaare many strategies that can beiused for teaching language. One type of 

theistrategy is Scattergories game. Scattergories game is a game that played by 

uniquely naming objects within a setiof categories, given aniinitial letter, within a 

timeilimit.  Therefore, by using Scattergories game the students at Eighth Grade 

Students of MTs Baharuddin can improve theiravocabulary and help them to 

remember about theimeaning of vocabularies and useithem easily that appropriately 

with theirifunction in sentence. It is expected toibe an alternative way toikeep and 

practiceithe students’ vocabulary. 
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Figurei2.1 

The ConceptualiFramework 
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C. Previous Study  

There areiseveral studies related to this research about usingigames to help 

students in learning English in the classroom that haveibeen conducted by other 

researchers before. The first, the research by the tittle “TeachingiVocabulary for 

Junior High School Students Using Snake and Ladder Game” written by Endang 

Kusrini. The objective of theiresearch is toiknow the effectiveness of Snake and 

Ladder board Games in teaching vocabulary. Thisiresearch was conducted at one of 

Private Junior High School in Purwokerto. The Research design used isiexperimental 

study. The researchifindings imply that the use of Snake and Ladder Board Game can 

foster the students’ vocabulary than thoseitaught using translation. In learning 

vocabulary, the essential problem faced byithe students is how toiremember the 

vocabulary. Findiout the vocabulary by themselves, it will helpistudents to memorize 

the vocabulary longer. Having long term memory about the vocabulary makes them 

easily to retrieve it when they need it.  

Byiimplementing Snake and Ladder game, the students will findiout their 

vocabulary easily. They will findiout the vocabulary when theyihave to answer the 

Assessing theistudents’ vocabulary 

after pre-testiand post-test by 

collectifrom twenty multiple-choice 

question, then, it is analyzed by 

usingiSPSS 
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question in theiboard. The board providingiword, phrase or simple question and the 

picture asithe key word will help them to findiout the vocabulary. Besides that, the 

unforgettable moments when theyiplay Snake and ladder game willihelp students to 

memorize theiacquired vocabulary easily or it will encourageistudents to have long 

term memory about theivocabulary. By playing Snake and ladder game, theistudents 

will be motivated in learning English vocabulary. It alsoiencourages and increases 

cooperation. In this case, it is assumed that teaching vocabulary using Snake and 

ladder game is effective. 

The second, “TheiUse of Picture Games to ImproveiStudents Motivation in 

LearningiVocabulary” that written by M. iSyaeful Rizky U Dwiukmini and Djoko 

Sutopo. The aim of this study is toiknow the use of pictures games which used by 

English teacher in learningivocabulary in the classroom of State Elementary School 

01 Rancawuluh. This researchifocused on the problems faced byistudents in learning 

vocabulary, picturesigames applied, students’ motivation, students’ achievement in 

learning vocabulary. The result show that the students felt difficulty in receiving 

lesson material which taught by teacher because lackiof vocabulary mastery. In the 

first cycle students’ motivation were still low those were 54%.  

The third “TheiEffectiveness of Using Games Towards Students’ Vocabulary 

Mastery” that written by YonaiErviani. Theipurpose of this research is to know the 

effectiveness of games towards students’ivocabulary mastery. She found many 

problems in learningivocabulary, such as the method that teacher used initeaching 

vocabulary and students lack vocabulary mastery. The researcher used pre-test and 
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post-test in the teaching and learning process. The researcher used t-test formula in 

the significanceidegree of 5% to do the best. The result of this research is tobserve 

and the t-table that is: 2.99 > 1.99 = ttable > t-observe. It means that the t-test is 

higher thanit-table. It can be inferred that it is effective to teachivocabulary byiusing 

games.  

The forth, the research by the tittle “TheiEffectiveness of Word Wall Strategy 

on Students’ Vocabulary Mastery” that written by Farah Ainy. The objectiveiof this 

studyiis to findiout the effectiveness of word wall strategy on students’ vocabulary 

The design of this study was classified as quasiiexperimental research. The writer 

used quasi experimental research because she compared the group usingiword wall 

strategy and theiconventional group. The researcher used t-testiformula in the 

significanceidegree of 5% to do the best. The result of this research is tobserve and 

the ttable that is: 2.58 > 2.002 = ttable > tobserve. It means that the t-test is higher 

than t-table. So, the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the alternativeihypothesis 

(Ha) is accepted that thereiis significance differenceibetween two classes. The 

students who are given the ] itreatment using wordiwall strategy have higher score 

than the students whoiare not given the treatment usingiword wall strategy. It can be 

concluded that word wall strategy hasimoderate effect on students’ivocabulary 

mastery.  

From theiprevious study above, theiwriter will conduct the research by using 

games towards students’ vocabulary knowledge in the classroom. However, unlike 
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other resarchers who used different game in learning vocabulary, the writer will use 

Scattergories game to develop students’ vocabulary knowledge. 

 

 

 

D. Research Hypothesis 

According to Creswell, “hypothesis testing is aaprocedure for making a 

decision aboutiresult byicomparing aniobserved value of aisample withia population 

value toidetermine if no differenceiexists between the value”.
24

  

In this research on the scattergories games, the research wants to compare the 

result of the use of scattergories games with conventional method. Researcher use 

two hypothesis in the research that there are alternative hypothesis and also null 

hypothesis. The hypothesis is formulated in the following:  

Ha : There is  an effective of usingascattergories gameitoward students’ 

vocabulary. 

Ho : There is no effective of usingascattergories gameitoward students’ 

vocabulary. 

 

                                                             
24

 Creswell JW. 2012. EducationaliResearch Planning, Conducting andiEvaluating 

Quantitative and QualitativeiResearch Fourth Edition. Boston: Pearson. P. 187 
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CHAPTERiIII 

RESEARCHiMETHODOLOGY 

The researchimethodology of the present study was developed in this section. 

The methodology consists of the location of research, population and sample, 

operationalidefinition of variables, the instrument oficollecting data, research design, 

techniqueiof collecting data, technique of analyzing dataiand statistical of hypothesis. 

A. Locationiof the Research 

This researcher was conducted at MTs Baharuddin Tapanuli Selatan, which is 

located at Jl. Mandailing KM 15 Janji Mauli, Angkola Muaratais, Tapanuli Selatan. 

This research was conducted in the total of two weeks in academic year 2019/2020.  

B. Population and Sample 

1. Population  

 Population is a setaof collection all elements process one or more 

elements of interest.
25

 The populations of thisiresearch are all of the students 

the second grade of MTs Baharuddin in academic year 2020. Theatotal 

numbers of theistudents are 54 which were categorized into two classes. Each 

class was consisted 27 students.  

 

                                                             
25

 SuharsimiiArikunto.(2002), Prosedur Penelitian SuatuiPendekatan Praktek. Jakarta: PT. 

Rineka Cipta, P.108-109 
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Table 2.1 

Distribution ofiPopulation 

No Class Sample 

1 VIII-1 27 

2 VIII-2 27 

 Totaliof Student 54 

 

2. Sample  

 Sample is aipart of theitotal population
26

 In selecting ofithe sample, the 

researcher used total sampling byitalking all of theipopulation as the samples. 

The second grade of MTs Baharuddin consisted of two classes, and bothiof 

them becameia sample of this research, because theinumber of the population 

is lessithan one hundred. The total number is 54 students, 27 students from 

VIII-1 and 27 students from VIII-2. The sample of this research is VIII-2 as 

experimental class and VIII-1 as controlled class.  

C. Operational Definition of Variables  

 Variable is researchiobject or something thatibecomes view point ofiresearch. 

Variable is aacharacteristic or attribute of anaindividual or anaorganization that 

                                                             
26

 Sudjana. 1997. Metode Statistika. Bandung: Tarsito. p.6 
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researchers canimeasure or observe andivaries among individualsior organizations 

studied.
27

 This study has two variables, they are
28

 :   

1. Independentivariable 

Independentivariable is theivariable which influenceidependent variable, in 

the other wordsiindependent variable isicauses variable. Independent variableiisian 

attributeior characteristic that isidependent on orainfluenced byithe independent 

variable. In this research, theiindependent variable is Scattergoriesigame.  

2. Dependentivariable  

Dependent variable is theavariable which isainfluenced byaindependent 

variable. Dependentivariable is anaattribute or characteristics thatiinfluences or 

affects anioutcome or dependentivariable. The dependentivariable in this study is the 

students’ vocabulary. 

D. ResearchiDesign 

In thisiresearch, the researcheriused the quantitativeimethod which isithe 

design is a quasi-experimental research. The researcheriused quantitative research 

because it is aniapproach to examine the relationship between two variables. These 

variables canibe measured usingiinstruments and theiamount of data can beianalyzed 

                                                             
27

 Jhon W. Creswell. EducationaliResearch. Planning, iConducting, and Evaluating 

Qualitative and QuantitativeiApproaches, (London: SageiPublications, 2008), p. 123   

28
 Ibid, p. 126 
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using a statistical generator.
29

 Besides, in this researchithe researcher wanted toifind 

whetheriis an effective in using Scattergories game towards students’ vocabulary 

which the writer compared between two variables. Therefore, the researcher used 

quantitativeimethod withiquasi-experimental design. Quasi-experimentalidesign will 

use as the method of thisiresearch. According to Thyer quasi-experimentalidesign is a 

research in which the researcher compares the result of one group that receiving a 

treatment which is becomes the focus of evaluation to one or more groups who don’t 

receive treatment.
30

 The focus was about toaknow the effectiveness ofiusing 

Scattergories game towards students’ivocabulary knowledge. Inithis research design 

there are twoiclasses are used; experimentaliclass and controllediclass.  

Based oniquasi-experimental design above, the researcheritook two classes: 

controlled class and experimentaliclass. In experimentaliclass the researcheritaught 

vocabulary by using Scattergories game meanwhile inacontrolled class taught 

vocabulary without usingiScattergoriesigame. This research tried to analyze the 

effectiveness of using Scattergories game towards students’ vocabulary at the eighth 

grade of MTs  Baharuddin in academic year 2019/2020. 

 

 

                                                             
29

 JohniW. Cresswell,(2013),  ResearchiDesign: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed 

MethodiApproachesi4th edition (USA: SAGEiPublication, inc.,) p. 4  2 

30
 Bruce A. Thyer, (2012), Quasi-ExperimentaliResearch Designs, NewiYork: 
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E. The Instrumentiof Collecting Data 

The instrumentithat the used is a vocabulary tests in collecting the data. The 

test consists of 20 multipleichoice question, with a, b, c, and d as choices. The test in 

thisiresearch included pre-testiand post-test. Pre-test and post-test were given toiboth 

controlled group andiexperimental group. The pretest is conductibefore give the 

treatment, the purpose is toiknow how is the students’ vocabulary before the 

treatmentsiare carried out. Meanwhile, post-test will conduct after the treatment. The 

score will five (5) forithe correct answer and zero (0) point for the wrongianswer.  

Moreover, toiensure the quality of the instrument, ivalidity and reliability item 

analysis were conductedibefore the tests were administered. 

1. Validity  

In conducting a research, the validity and reliability of the test is very 

important. It purposes to know bothithe accuracy of measurement and the consistency 

of the text. Before givenithe test, firstly the instrument shouldibe tried out the other 

students’. It is better toiknow whether the test is reliable and valid or not to the 

sample. The test is valid if it measures what is supposed toibe measured. The study 

concerned withihow well the testimeasured the subject matter and learningioutcomes 

covered during treatment. Theivalidity that used in thisistudy is content validity. 

Contentivalidity is degree to which the sample representedithe content that the test 

was designed to measure. Thus, by applied content validity, the writer williknow 

whether theitest items were valid or not toibehavioral objectives. In thisistudy, the 
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researcher measures validity of theiinstrument tests by using SPSS version 26 for 

window.  

2. The Reliabilityiof The Test 

Reliabilityiis defined as the extent to which the research instrument is 

measured. Iniother words, the extent to which a researchiinstrument consistently has 

theisame levels if it isiused in the same situation onirepeated occasions. Reliability is 

often defined as theiconsistency and stability ofidata or findings. So theireliability of 

the testiis one characteristic of aigood test. Reliability refers to the consistency of 

measurement. It means that aitest give the same result wheniit given to different 

people toimeasure the same thing. To obtain the reliabilityiof the test, theiresearcher 

used SPSS version 26 for window. 

F. Techniqueiof CollectingiData  

In collectingithe data, the technique that usediin this research is measurement 

technique. Theidata of this study wasicollected by using vocabulary test. The 

vocabularyatestaincludedipretest, treatment and post-test.  

1. Pre-Test 

The pre-tests areigiven to both of classiexperimental class and controlled 

class. Pre-test is given to measure students’ vocabulary mastery 

beforeitreatment. The researcher asked theistudents to answer the 

multipleichoice test. 
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2. Treatment 

 After givingipre-test to both classes, the students in experimental gclass 

received treatment where theistudents learned vocabulary byiusing 

Scattergories game, while theastudents in controlled group learned 

vocabulary byausing conventional method or materialsifrom student’s 

textbook.  

3. Post-Test 

 After the treatment was conducting, the post-test was given for both 

classes. The post-test held in order toiknow if there is any progress before 

and afteriteaching and learningiactivity by using Scattergories game and 

withoutiusing Scattergories game. In this study, vocabulary test is used as 

the instrument that used multipleichoice forms. Theivocabulary test 

consistsiof 20 questions given in pre-testiand post-test.  

G. Techniqueiof DataiAnalyzing   

After all students’ scores are obtained, the next step wasianalyzing theidata. It 

is used to know the differencesibetween the result of pre-testiand post-test before and 

after doing the treatment. In analyzing the data, the researcher used t-test toiknow the 

effect of Scattergories game on students’ivocabulary mastery. Before analyzing the 

data using t-test, the researcher conducts preliminary dataianalysis: normality and 

homogeneity. The normalityitest and homogeneityitest are tested byiusing SPSS 

version 26. 
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1. TestiofiNormality  

In this research, normalityitest is used to know whetherithe data from 

experimentaliclass and controllediclass which is examined comes from theipopulation 

of normal distribution orinot. This test is used to measure ordinal, interval, or ratio 

data. Normality test is done toiknow whether the data thatigot from the sample have a 

normal distribution orinot. In thisiresearch, the normality test wasidone by using 

SPSS version 26. Normality test is toidetermine whether the datainormally or not. 

The data wereiconsidered normal if score of theitest is more thani0.05. 

2. Test of Homogeneity  

Homogeneityitest is a statistical testiprocedure intended to show thatitwo or 

moreigroups. Sample data comes from populations thatihave the sameivariance. The 

homogeneityitest in this research is used toiknow the similarity of the two 

populations, experimentaliclass and controllediclass. Homogeneity test is done to 

know whether the sample is homogeneous or not. In this research, homogeneityitest 

also were test by using SPSS version 26. Homogeneity test determineiwhether the 

data homogeneous or not. The data were homogeneous if score of theitest is more 

thani0.05. 

3. T-Test 

After analyzing normality and homogeneity test, theiresearcher conducted t-

test in analyzing the data. The researcher used t-test to findiout whetherithere are the 

significantidifferences betweenitwo variables in this study. However, the test is used 
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to prove whether Scattergories game is effective toiimprove students’ vocabulary 

mastery orinot. To analysis the data in order to findiout the difference means of 

scores of both experimentaliclass and controlledaclass, to conduct T-test the 

researcher wasiused SPSS version 26.  

H. StatisticaliHypothesis  

Theistatistical hypothesis of thisiresearch are: 

1. Ho : Thereiis no effect of using Scattergoriesigame to improve students’ 

vocabulary (theimean score of post-test the experimental class is smaller 

than the mean score of the post-test controllediclass, or p > α; sig. 2 tailed 

was higher thanialpha; there was no differencesifrom the score ofithe 

classes). 

2. Ha: Thereiis an effect of using Scattergoriesagame to improve students’ 

vocabulary (theimean score of the post-test experimental class is higher 

than theimean score of the controllediclass posttest, or p< α; sig. 2 tailed 

was smaller thanialpha; there was differences from theiscore ofithe 

classes).  
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CHAPTERiIV 

RESEARCH FINDING AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Thisisection elaborated the researchifinding and data analysisiof the present 

study. This chapter includes data descriptions and dataianalysis. Moreover, theiresult 

of theistudy will be known in this chapter. 

A. Research Finding 

1. Data Descriptions 

This study wasiconducted by applying an experimentaliresearch. There 

wereitwo groups in this research, namely experimentaliclass and controlled 

class. The pre-test was given before theitreatment and the post test was given 

after theitreatment. The researcher gave theitreatment to students in the 

experimental class by applying Scattergories games while controlled class 

without Scattergories games. The data were collected from the pre-test and 

post-test of both of class. 

1.1 The Data of ExperimentaliClass 

Tablei4.1 

TheiStudents’ Score of ExperimentaliClass 

No. Initialiof Student Pre-Test Post-Test 

1 AL 60 70 

2 AW 55 60 

3 AGA 65 75 
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4 AER 60 70 

5 AA 55 65 

6 HZ 55 60 

7 HH 60 70 

8 HT 45 70 

9 KU 75 80 

10 KHA 60 75 

11 KAS 55 75 

12 KAL 40 70 

13 MSG 55 75 

14 MA 70 85 

15 MH 60 80 

16 NL 65 85 

17 NA 60 70 

18 RAA 75 90 

19 SAF 55 70 

20 SH 45 70 

21 SAN 65 85 

22 SSP 75 85 

23 SBHL 50 75 

24 WI 50 70 

25 YW 55 75 

26 YN 65 80 

27 ZAA 70 90 

∑ 1600 2025 

Mean 59.26 75 

Median 60 75 

Modus 55 70 
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Varian 84.05 65.38 

Standard Deviation 9.17 8.09 

Max 75 90 

Min 40 60 

   

  Based on theitable above, it can beiseen that the result of theistudents pre-test 

in experimental class, it showed that theilowest score of pre-test was 40, and the 

highest score of pre-test wasi75. Besides, the result of the students post-test in 

experimental class by applying the scattergories games, itishowed that theilowest 

score of post-test wasi60, and highest score wasi90.  

1.2 The Data ofiControlled Class 

Tablei4.2 

TheiStudents’ Score ofiControllediClass 

No. Initial ofiStudents Pre-Test Post-Test 

1 ARN 60 65 

2 AH 55 60 

3 AR 40 55 

4 AZA 70 70 

5 AS 55 60 

6 AT 65 70 

7 AR 55 65 

8 DP 60 60 

9 DF 45 50 

10 EF 40 50 
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11 HF 50 60 

12 IA 70 80 

13 MRIP 55 60 

14 MS 60 65 

15 MT 55 65 

16 NHS 60 60 

17 NRA 65 70 

18 NAF 45 50 

19 PR 50 60 

20 PS 35 50 

21 RM 45 55 

22 RR 55 65 

23 RS 40 50 

24 SA 60 65 

25 SN 55 65 

26 TL 35 50 

27 WM 45 60 

∑ 1425 1635 

Mean 52.78 60.56 

Median 55 60 

Modus 55 60 

Varian 98.72 58.33 

Standard Deviation 9.94 7.64 

Max 70 80 

Min 35 50 
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  Basedion the table above, it can beiseen that the result of theistudents pre-test 

in controllediclass, it showed that the lowestiscore of pre-test was 35, and theihighest 

score of pre-test was 70. Besides, the result of the students’ post-post-test in 

experimental class by applying the Scattergories games, it showed that the lowest 

score of post-test was 50 and highest score was 80. 

 Based on the results of the table 4.1 and 4.2 above, we can see there is an average 

differenceipretest and posttest in the experimentaliclass and controllediclass briefly. 

The average value of students in both classes can be seen in the following table: 

Tablei4.3 

Summary of the MeaniScore of Pretest and Posttest  

 ControllediClass ExperimentaliClass 

Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest 

Total 

of 

Value 

1425 1635 1600 2025 

Mean  52.78 60.56 59.26 75 

  

 Based on the summary table of the average value above, it is explained that in the 

experimental class, the averageivalue of the pretest was 59.25 and posttestiwhich is 

75. While in the controlled class the average valueiof the pretest was 52.78 and 

posttestiwhich 60.56. 
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2. DataiAnalysis 

  In this section, the researcher analyzed the dataicollected from pre-test and 

post-test from experimentaliclass and controllediclass. Before analyzing the data, the 

researcher conducted the normality test and homogeneityitest. The tests were used to 

knowiwhether the data fromiboth classes have been normally distributed or not and 

whether the samples were homogeneous or not. After that, theiresearcheriused t-test 

to analyzeithe data and all theidata were shown in statistical form. Moreover, the data 

wereianalyzed and calculated byiusing IBM SPSSi26 version. 

2.1 Normality Test 

 One of the techniques in the normalityitest, to findiout the results of 

data are normallyidistributed oranot. In this study, theiresearcher use 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov in IBM SPSS 26 version for windows in calculated 

the data. Theiresults of the calculationiof theinormality test obtained from 

the valueiof the pretest and posttest learning outcomes inithe experimental 

class and controlled class can beiseen in the followingitable: 
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Tablei4.4 

Testsiof Normality Experimental Class and Controlled Class 

TestsiofiNormality 

 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
a
 Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

Pre-test controlled 

class 

.181 27 .123 .951 27 .226 

Post-test controlled 

class 

.175 27 .064 .913 27 .026 

Pre-test experimental 

class 

.136 27 .200
*
 .957 27 .318 

Post-test 

experimental class 

.176 27 .071 .933 27 .084 

*. Thisiis a lower bound of the trueisignificance. 

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 

 

 According to the table above, it can be seenithat the normality significance of 

pre-test scores in controllediclass isi0.123 and the normality significance of pre-test 

scores in experimentaliclass isi0.200. It means that theidata of both classes are 

normally distributed because the significance is more than alpha value α = 0.05 

 Based on the table also we can be seen that, the result of post-test scores reveal 

that the normality significance in controlled class isi0.064 and the normality 

significance of post test scores in experimental class isi0.071. The results indicate that 

the data are also normallyidistributed because the significance of bothiclasses more 

than alpha value. 
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2.2  HomogeneityiTest 

 After conducted theanormality test, thearesearcher conducted 

homogeneity testing that would be calculated by using IBM SPSS 26 

version in order to test the homogeneity of the both of classes, 

experimentaliclass and controllediclass. In conducted this data, the 

researcher used Levene Statistic. The result of homogeneity tests are 

presented asifollows: 

Tablei4.5 

HomogeneityiTest of Pretest 

Testiof Homogeneity of Variances 

 

Levene 

Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

Pre-test Based on Mean .511 1 52 .478 

Based on Median .200 1 52 .657 

Based on Median and 

with adjusted df 

.200 1 51.427 .657 

Based on trimmed 

mean 

.516 1 52 .476 

 

 Basedion the table above, it can beiseen that the significanceiof pre-test scores 

both of experimentaliclass and controllediclass 0.478. This indicates that the data in 

both of classes are homogeneous because the significant value is higher than alpha 

value α =i0.05 (0.478 > 0.05) 
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Tablei4.6 

HomogeneityiTests of Posttest 

Test of Homogeneity of Variances 

 

Levene 

Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

Post-test Based on Mean .117 1 52 .733 

Based on Median .171 1 52 .681 

Based on Median and 

with adjusted df 

.171 1 51.999 .681 

Based on trimmed 

mean 

.151 1 52 .700 

 
 Basedion the table above, it can be seenithat the significance value. Based on 

mean for the variables of post-test scores in experimentaliclass and controllediclass is 

0.733. It can be concluded that the result of post-test scores are alsoihomogeneous 

because theisignificance is more than alpha value. 

2.3 T-Test 

 Afterimeasuring the results of normality and homogeneityitest, then 

the researcher calculated hypothesis test. Hypothesis testing wasicarried 

out to see differences in student testiresults from experimentaliclass and 

controlled class. Hypothesis testing was carried out on the data posttest by 

using the IndependentiSample t-test. This test was carried out with using 

IBM SPSS software version 26 for windows with criteria Ha accepted if 

tcount > ttable, and Ho is rejected if tcount < ttable. Table taken from t 

distribution table with a significant level used is 5% = 0.05. Furthermore, 
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the hypothesis will be significant if Sig. (2-tailed) lower than 0.05 (5%). 

The result calculation of the hypothesis test can be seen in the following 

table: 

Tablei4.7 

GroupiStatistics 

 
Class N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Posttest Controlled Class 27 60.56 7.64 1.46986 

Experimental 

Class 

27 75 8.09 1.55617 

   

 Based on the output table above, it is known that the average value in the 

controlled class is 65.56 while for the experimental class there is 75. Thus 

descriptively statistically it can beiconcluded that there is aidifference in the average 

score of students between the controllediclass and the experimental class. 

Furthermore, toiprove whether this difference means significant orinot, we need to 

interpret the following independentisample t test output. 
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Tablei4.8 

IndependentiSamplesiTest 

  

 Basedion the output table above, it can beiseen that the significant value isi0.733 

it means that the variance of the data between the experimental class and controlled 

class is the same or homogeneous. So that the data above is guided by the values 

contained in the table equal variances assumed. 

 Based on the output table, independent samples test in the equal variances 

assumed it is known that a significant value (2-tailed) isi0.000 < 0.05. From this 

result, it is proved that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted because p value (0.000) is 

lower than sig α =i0.05 (5%).So as theibasis for decision making in the independent 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Vocabulary Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.117 .733 -6.748 52 .000 -14.44444 2.14059 -18.73986 -10.14903 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

-6.748 51.832 .000 -14.44444 2.14059 -18.74019 -10.14869 
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sample t test, it can beiconcluded that there is a significant differenceibetween the 

experimentaliclass and the controllediclass.  

B. DISCUSSION 

  Thisaresearch was conducted at the MTsaBaharuddin Tapanuli Selatan 

involving two classes, namely the experimental class and the controlled class. The 

experimentaliclass was given treatment using Scattergories games and the controlled 

class using conventional method. Before being given different treatment in both 

classes, both classes are given a pretest first to find out the initial abilities of students. 

The pretest average value the experimentaliclass was 52.78 and the controlled class 

was 59.25. 

  After knowing the initial abilities of both classes, then the participant students 

are given learning in different ways but on material which is the same, in 

experimentaliclass the student taught by using scattergories games and in controlled 

class taught by using conventional methods. The average posttest of meaniscore in 

the experimental class wasi75 and the mean score in the controlled class wasi60.56.  

  Based on the posttest averages of both classes, It can be seen that the posttest 

mean score of the experimental class is higher compared with the average posttest 

score of the controlled class, with using the t test, it is found that the sig. (2-failed) in 

experimenticlass 0.000 <0.05, it can beiconcluded that, thereiis an influence on the 

treatment in the experimental class, so Ha is acceptediand Ho is rejected at theilevel α 

= 0.05, which means there is a significant influence on student learning outcomes 
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with using scattergories games towards students’ vocabulary. The researcher 

concluded that scattergories game is a learningimethod that can help studentsito get 

goodilearning outcomes in vocabulary. 
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CHAPTERiV 

CLOSING 

A. Conclusion 

 Basedion the research that hasibeen done, the researcher concluded thatithe 

use of Scattergories Game is effective for teaching students’ vocabulary. It canibe 

seen fromithe result of theiaverage score of theipre-test and post-test. The pretest 

result in experimental class was 59.26 and the result in controlled class was 52.78. 

After the experimental class had given the scattergories game as the treatments, the 

average score improve to 75, while the controlled class which had taught by using 

conventional method the average score improve to 60.56. Thereiis a significance 

improvement of the students’ivocabulary after taught byiusing scattergories game. It 

also can be seen from the calculation by using t-test. The result of the t-test showed 

sig. (2 tailed) value 0.00 was lowerithan 0.05. 

B. Suggestions 

 Basedion the conclusions of this research, theiresearcher would giveisome 

suggestions, they are asifollows: 

1. Headmaster  

Foriheadmaster, it can be used as input to increase effectiveness and 

efficiency in educational management activities at the school in making innovative 

policies for learning English or other subjects. 
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2. Teacher  

 For Englishiteacher, they caniuse scattergories game as a method in 

English, especially in teaching vocabulary. Theiteacher gives theistudents an 

interesting and interactiveiteaching iniorder to motivate theistudents to learn 

vocabulary andireduce bored in learning process. 

3. Students 

 For students, enhancing their vocabulary is suggested. They willibe more 

active, fun and enjoying the learningiprocess inithe classroom by using this method. 

4. Other Researcher 

For otheriresearchers, who are interestediin the same areas, they may try 

toiapply the Scattergories Game across different genre and different level of learner 

toiprove the impact of Scattergories Game onistudents’ vocabulary. The researchers 

also suggest to other researcher to explore the other kinds of game as a new teaching 

method to improve students’ vocabulary. 
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APPENDIXiI 

LESSONiPLAN EXPERIMENTALiCLASS ANDiCONTROLLEDiCLASS 

LESSONiPLAN 

ExperimentaliClass 

School   : MTs.S Baharuddin 

Subject  : English 

Class    : VIII  

TimeiAllocation : 2 Xi40 

LearningiTopic : DescriptiveiText 

Meeting   : 1, 2, 3 

A. CORE COMPETENCE 

K1 : Appreciate and live up to theiteachings of theireligion they adhereito. 

K2 : Respect honestibehavior, discipline, responsibility, care (tolerance, mutual 

cooperation), courteous, self-confidence, in interactingieffectively with theisocial and 

naturalienvironment within theirange of association andiexistence. 

K3 : Understandingiknowledge (factual, conceptual, andiprocedural) basedion his 

curiosity aboutiscience, technology, art, cultureirelated to visible phenomenaiand 

events. 

K4 : Trying, processing andipresenting in theiconcrete realm (using, unraveling, 

arranging, modifying andimaking) the abstractirealm (writing, ireading, counting, 

drawing andicomposing) according toiwhat is learned inischool and otherisources in 

theisame perspective / theory. 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

B. BASICiCOMPETENCE 

1.1 Be gratefulifor theiopportunity toilearn English as the languageiof instruction for 

internationalicommunication which is manifested in theispirit ofilearning. 

1.2 Showsihonest, disciplined, confident, and responsible behavioriin carrying out 

transactionalicommunication withiteachers andifriends. 

BASIC COMPETENCIES ACHIEVEMENT INDICATORS 

1.1 Be gratefulafor the opportunityito 

learnaEnglish as the languageaof 

instruction for international 

communicationawhich isimanifested in the 

spirit ofilearning. 

 

 

2.2 Showsahonest, disciplined, confident, 

and responsibleibehavior in carrying out 

transactionalicommunication withiteachers 

andifriends. 

 

3.7 Comparing the socialifunctions, 

textistructure, and linguisticielements of 

severalioral andiwritten descriptiveitexts 

byigiving andiasking foriinformation 

related toidescriptions ofipeople, animals 

oriobjects, veryashort andasimple, 

accordingito the context of theiriuse. 

3.7.1 Students can determine the 

appropriate adjective and linking verbs 

to express the related descriptive text.  

3.7.2 Students can indicate the 

appropriate linking verb which is used 

to state the descriptiveitext accordingito 

the contextiof itsiuse. 

4.7 Capturing meaning contextually 

related toisocial functions, textistructure, 

and linguisticielements of oraliand written 

descriptiveitexts, very shortiand simple 

related toipeople, animals, oriobjects. 

4.7.1 Students can grasp contextual 

meanings relatedato socialagoals or 

functions, itext structure, andielements 

of short and simple descriptiveitext. 

4.7.2 Students can compile a short and 

simple descriptive text by paying 

attention to socialafunctions, text 



 
 

 
 
 
 

structure, and linguisticielements, 

correctlyiand inicontext 

 

C. LEARNINGiOBJECTIVES 

At theiend of learningistudents are expectedito: 

1. Students can specify nouns and linking verbs in describing people. 

2. Capturingithe contextualimeaning of socialifunctions, text structures, and 

short and simpleidescriptive text elements related to describing people. 

3. Develop a short and simpleidescriptive text relatedito describing people. 

D. LEARNINGiMATERIALS 

1. Definitioniof DescriptiveiText  

DescriptiveiText is a textithat contains the description of aniobject, which 

is anianimal, place, people, thing, etc.  

2. GenericiStructure of DescriptiveiText  

 Identification: Containsiabout the introductioniof a person, place, 

animal oriobject will beidescribed.  

 Descriptioni: Contains a descriptioniof something suchias animal, 

things, place oriperson by describing it is features, forms, colorsior 

anything related toiwhat the writeridescribe. 

3. LanguageiFeature of DescriptiveiText  

 Specificiparticipant: has aicertain object, for example: My Mother, 

My Cat, My House, My Best friend, etc.  

 Theiuse ofiadjective: To clarify noun, foriexample: Aibeautiful 

house, A handsomeiman, etc 

 Actioniverb: verbs thatishow an activity.  

 Linking verb: connectathe subject with a word thatigives 

information about theisubject, suchias condition orirelationship.  

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

Subject Linking Verb Example 

I Am  I am a student 

You, We, They Are  We are smart  

She, He, It Is  She is beautiful 

 

Example of dialogue describing people  

A New Student 

A: Have you seen theinew girl in school?  

B: No, Iihaven’t.  

A: She’sireally pretty.  

B: Describeiher to me.  

A: She’s not tooitall.  

B: Well, how talliis she?  

A: She’s about five feetieven.  

B: Whatidoes she look like, though?  

A: She has pretty lightibrown eyes.  

B: I may knowiwhich girl you’re talking about.  

A: So you have seen hervaround?  

B: Yes, Iihave  

My Mother 

My mother is Dastri. She is 45 years old. She has brown complexioniand 

black hair. Her height is asisame as mine, 155icentimeters. I live with her in Medan. 

Myimother is a tailor. She sews special clothes foriwomen called “kebaya”. I learn 

manyithings about sewingifrom her. She is aigreat teacher for me. 

Every morning, she wakes upiearlier than other members inimy family. She 

prepares breakfastifor us. She is aitough and patient mother. We love her veryimuch.  

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

E. METHODS, MEDIA, TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND LEARNING 

SOURCES 

 Learning Method: Discussion 

 Learning Model: Discussion Text 

 Learning Media: Blackboard, 

 Learning resources: Internet and textbooks 

 

F. LEARNINGiSTEPS 

 First Meeting 

Activity Descriptioniof activity Timeiallocation 

Opening   The teacherisays greetings, invites 

the students to tidy up the place and 

pray together. 

 Teachers attend student attendance. 

 The teacher conveys the learning 

objectives. 

 

Main Activity Observing and Experiment 

 The teacher explains the meaning 

and gives examples to students 

about the simple present tense. 

 The teacheriasks the studentsito 

come forward to makeia short 

example of theisimple 

presentitense. 

 The teacher briefly explains the 

meaning and examples of 

adjectives. 

 The teacher divides students into 

groups 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 Teacher distributes list paper to play 

Scattergories game. 

 The teacher explains the procedures 

for playing the Scattergories game. 

 The teacher names each group. 

 The teacher displays the dice / 

media used for the Scattergories 

game to determine which words 

will come out. 

 After knowing the letters to look 

for, the other group members look 

for adjectives about describing 

people in the dictionary according 

to the letters that come out. 

 The teacher gives 5 minutes to find 

adjectives about describing people 

in the dictionary. 

 The group that has found the 

adjective immediately writes down 

the word and its examples on the 

paper provided by the teacher. 

 After the game is over, the teacher 

asks each groupito writeidown the 

adjective along withithe examples 

on theiboard. 

 Theiteacher gives a score for each 

word written by the students 

Closing   The teacher evaluates and reviews 

the material that has been taught. 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 Students can ask questions about 

things related to the learning 

material. 

 The teacher closes the class by 

praying. 

 

 Second Meeting  

Activity Description of Activity Time 

Allocation 

Opening   The teacher says hello, inviting the 

students to straighten their seats and 

pray together. 

 Teachers attend student attendance. 

 The teacher conveys the learning 

objectives. 

 

Main Activity Observing and Experiment 

 Teachers and students discuss the 

lessons given at the previous 

meeting. 

 The teacher briefly explains 

theameaning andifunction ofathe 

descriptiveitext. 

 Theiteacher provides a brief example 

ofia descriptiveitext. 

 The teacher divides students into 

groups. 

 The teacher distributes again the 

scattergories game to each group 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 Teacher explains again how to play 

Scattergories game. 

 Each group selects a group leader. 

 The teacher displays the dice / media 

used in the Scattergories game to 

determine the words that will come 

out. 

 After knowing the letters to look for, 

the other group members look for 

adjectives and nouns regarding 

describing people in the dictionary 

according to the letters that come 

out. 

 The teacher gives 10 seconds to find 

adjectives and nouns regarding 

describing people in the dictionary. 

 The group that has found the 

adjective and noun immediately 

writes the word along with the 

examples on the paper provided by 

the teacher 

 After the game is over, the teacher 

asks each group toiwrite downithe 

adjective along withithe examples on 

theiboard. 

 Theateacher gives a score for each 

word written byitheistudents 

Closing   Theateacher evaluates and reviews 

theamaterial that has been taught. 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 Students can ask questions about 

things relatedato the learning 

material. 

 The teacher asksithe studentsito do a 

short homework descriptiveatext 

describing people in groups based on 

a list of vocabulary while playing the 

Scattergories game. 

 The teacher closes the class by 

praying 

 

 Third Meeting 

Activity Descriptions of Activity Time Allocation 

Opening   The teacher says hello, inviting the 

students to straighten their seats and 

pray together. 

 Teachers attend student attendance. 

 The teacher conveys the learning 

objectives 

 

Main Activity Observing and Experiment 

 The teacher and students discuss the 

assignments given at the previous 

meeting. 

 The teacheriasks several studentsito 

comeito theAfront reading their 

assignments. 

 The teacher explains various 

adjectives for describing people. 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 The teacher displays pictures of 

adjectives for describing people. 

 The teacher distributes conversation 

papers to students. 

 Teachers and students role play, so 

that students can grasp contextual 

meanings related to the goals and 

social functions of dialogue 

describing people. 

 The teacheriasks students toipair up 

withitheir classmates. 

 Students have a conversation about 

describing people with their 

classmates. 

 The teacher gives assignments 

regarding describing people to 

students. 

 Students submit their assignments. 

Closing   The teacher evaluates and reviews 

the material being taught as a whole. 

 Students can ask questions about 

things related to the learning 

material. 

 The teacher closes the class by 

praying.  

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

G. ASSESSMENT 

Types of Test Questions  : Written Test 

Form of Assessment   : Individual 

Test Form    : Multiple choices 

 

Correct Answer : 5 

Wrong Answer : 0 

 

Multiple-choice test scoring : 

Correct Answer   ×100 

Wrong Answer 

 

Muara Tais, August 28, 2020 

Knowing, 

English Teacher        Researcher   

 

 

Ilham Qadir Nasution, S.Pd       Susi Marselina Tamba 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

LESSONiPLAN 

ControllediClass 

School   : MTs.S Baharuddin 

Subject  : English 

Class    : VIII  

TimeiAllocation : 2 Xi40 

Learning Topic : Descriptive Text 

Meeting   : 1, 2, 3 

A. CORE COMPETENCE 

K1 : Appreciate and live up to the teachingsiof the religion theyiadhere to. 

K2 : Respect honestibehavior, discipline, responsibility, care (tolerance, mutual 

cooperation), courteous, self-confidence, in interacting effectivelyiwith the socialiand 

natural environmentiwithin the rangeiof association andiexistence. 

K3 : UnderstandingAknowledge (factual, conceptual, and procedural) basedion 

his curiosity aboutiscience, technology, art, cultureirelated to visible phenomenaiand 

events. 

K4 : Trying, processingiand presenting in theiconcrete realm (using, unraveling, 

arranging, modifying andimaking) the abstractirealm (writing, reading, counting, 

drawingiand composing) accordingito what isilearned in school and otherisources in 

theisame perspective / theory. 

B. BASICiCOMPETENCE 

1.3 Be gratefulifor the opportunity toilearn English as the language ofiinstruction for 

internationalicommunication which is manifested in the spiritiofilearning. 

1.4 Showsihonest, disciplined, confident, and responsible behavior inicarrying out 

transactional communicationiwith teachers andifriends. 



 
 

 
 
 
 

BASIC COMPETENCIES ACHIEVEMENT INDICATORS 

1.1 Be gratefulafor the opportunityito 

learniEnglish as the language of 

instruction for international 

communicationiwhich isimanifested inithe 

spiritiof learning. 

 

 

2.2 Showsihonest, disciplined, confident, 

andiresponsible behaviorain carrying out 

transactionalicommunication with teachers 

andifriends. 

 

3.7 Comparing the socialifunctions, text 

structure, and linguistic elements of 

severalioral and writtenidescriptive texts 

byagiving and askingafor information 

related toadescriptions ofapeople, animals 

or objects, very shortaand simple, 

accordingato theacontext of theirause. 

3.7.1 Students can determine the 

appropriate adjective and linking verbs 

to express the related descriptive text.  

3.7.2 Students can indicate the 

appropriate linking verb which is used 

to state the descriptive textiaccording to 

the contextiof itsiuse. 

4.7 Capturing meaningacontextually 

relatedito socialifunctions, text structure, 

and linguistic elements of oral and written 

descriptiveitexts, veryashort andisimple 

relatedato people, animals, or objects. 

4.7.1 Students can grasp contextual 

meanings relatedato socialagoals or 

functions, textastructure, and 

elementsiof short and simple 

descriptiveatext. 

4.7.2 Students can compile a short and 

simple descriptive text by paying 

attention to socialafunctions, text 

structure, and linguistica elements, 

correctlyiand in context 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

C. LEARNINGiOBJECTIVES 

At theiend of learning studentsiare expectedito: 

1. Students can specify nouns and linking verbs in describing people 

2. Capturingathe contextualimeaning of socialifunctions, text structures, and 

shortiand simpleidescriptive text elements related to describing people. 

3. Develop aishort and simpleidescriptive text relatedito describing people. 

D. LEARNING MATERIALS 

4. Definition ofiDescriptive Text  

DescriptiveiText is aitext that contains the description of aniobject, which 

is anianimal, place, people, thing, etc.  

5. Generic Structure of Descriptive Text  

 Identification: Containsiabout the introduction of aiperson, place, 

animalior object willibe described.  

 Description: Contains a descriptioniof something suchias animal, 

things, place or personiby describing it isifeatures, forms, colorsior 

anything related toawhat the writer describe. 

6. LanguageiFeature ofiDescriptiveiText  

 Specificiparticipant: has a certainiobject, for example: My Mother, 

My Cat, My House, My Best friend, etc.  

 The use ofaadjective: To clarifyinoun, for example: Aibeautiful 

house, A handsomeiman, etc 

 Action verb: verbs that show an activity.  

 Linking verb: connectathe subject with a wordathat gives 

information aboutathe subject, such asicondition orirelationship.  

 

Subject Linking Verb Example 

I Am  I am a student 

You, We, They Are  We are smart  



 
 

 
 
 
 

She, He, It Is  She is beautiful 

 

Example of dialogue describing people  

A New Student 

A: Have you seenithe new girl inischool?  

B: No, Iihaven’t.  

A: She’s reallyipretty.  

B: Describeiher to me.  

A: She’sinot too tall.  

B: Well, howitall is she?  

A: She’s aboutifive feet even.  

B: What doesishe look like, though?  

A: Sheihas pretty light brownieyes.  

B: I mayiknow which girliyou’re talking about.  

A: Soiyou have seen heriaround?  

B: Yes, Iihave  

My Mother 

My mother is Dastri. She is 45 years old. She has brownicomplexion and 

blackihair. Her height is as sameias mine, 155 centimeters. I live with her in Medan. 

My mother is aitailor. She sews special clothesafor women called “kebaya”. I learn 

many thingsaabout sewing from her. Sheiis aigreat teacher for me. 

Every morning, she wakes upiearlier than other members inimy family. She 

prepares breakfastifor us. She is a tough andipatient mother. We love herivery much.  

 

E. METHODS, MEDIA, TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND LEARNING 

SOURCES 

 Learning Method: Text Based Learning 

 Learning Media: Blackboard, 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 Learning resources: Internet and textbooks 

 

F. LEARNINGiSTEPS 

 First Meeting 

Activity Descriptionsiof Activity TimeaAllocation 

Opening   The teacherisays greetings, 

invites the students to tidy up the 

place and pray together. 

 Teachers attend student 

attendance. 

 The teacher conveys the learning 

objectives. 

 

Main Activity Observing and Experiment 

 The teacher explains the meaning 

of adjectives. 

 The teacher provides examples of 

adjective describing people. 

 The teacherateaches how to 

pronounceaeach given adjective. 

 Theateacher and 

studentsiinterpret the adjective 

vocabulary that is given together. 

 The teacher explains the meaning 

and gives examples to students 

about the simple present tense. 

 The teacheriasks the studentsato 

come forward to makeaa short 

exampleqof theasimpleapresent 

tense. 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 The teacher divides studentsainto 

groups 

 The teacher shares questions 

about the simple present tense 

 Students work on the questions in 

groups 

Closing   The teacher evaluates and 

reviews the material that has been 

taught. 

 Students can ask questions about 

things related to the learning 

material. 

 The teacher closes the class by 

praying. 

 

 

 Second Meeting 

Activity Descriptions of Activity Time Allocation 

Opening   The teacher says hello, inviting the 

students to straighten their seats 

and pray together. 

 Teachers attend student 

attendance. 

 The teacher conveys the learning 

objectives. 

 

Main Activity Observing and Experiment 

 The teacher and students discuss 

the assignments given atithe 

previousameeting. 

 The iteacher distributes 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

conversation papers toistudents. 

 Teachers andistudents role play, so 

that students can grasp contextual 

meanings related to the goals and 

social functions of dialogue 

describing people. 

 The teacher asksastudents about 

vocabulary they do not understand. 

 The teacher asks studentsato have 

aadialogue with their classmates. 

 The teacheraasks several pairs to 

readithe conversation inifront of 

theiclass. 

 Theateacher briefly explains the 

meaning and function of the 

descriptive text. 

 The teacher provides a brief 

example of a descriptive text 

Closing   The teacher evaluates and reviews 

the material that has been taught. 

 Students can ask questions about 

things relatedato thealearning 

material. 

 Theateacher instructs studentsato 

do a short homeworkadescriptive 

text describing people. 

 Theateacher closes the class by 

praying. 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 Third Meeting 

Activity Descriptions of Activity Time Allocation 

Opening   The teacher says hello, inviting 

the students to straighten their 

seats and pray together. 

 Teachers attend student 

attendance. 

 The teacher conveys the learning 

objectives 

 

Main Activity Observing and Experiment 

 The teacher and students discuss 

the assignments given inathe 

previousameeting. 

 The teacher asks several students 

to come to the front reading their 

assignments. 

 The teacher distributes students 

into groups. 

 The teacher gives assignments 

related to describing people. 

 Students work on assignments in 

groups. 

 The teacheriasks studentsitoiread 

theiraassignments inafront ofithe 

class 

 

Closing   The teacherievaluates and reviews 

the material taught as a whole. 

 Students can ask questions about 

things relatedatoathe learning 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

material. 

 The teacheracloses the class by 

praying. 

 

A. ASSESSMENT 

Types of Test Questions  : Written Test 

Form of Assessment   : Individual 

Test Form    : Multiple choices 

 

Correct Answer : 5 

Wrong Answer : 0 

 

Multiple-choice test scoring : 

Correct Answer   ×100 

Wrong Answer 

 

Muara Tais, August 28, 2020 

Knowing, 

English Teacher        Researcher   

 

 

Ilham Qadir Nasution, S.Pd       Susi Marselina Tamba 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX II 

PRETESTiAND POSTTESTiSHEET 

PRETESTiANDiPOSTTEST 

Name  : 

Class  : 

 

A. Read theitext carefully then answer theiquestions on the correctioption 

(A, B, C, D)! 

 

The text below is for question number 1 - 9 

Jack is the youngestain our family. He is fourteeniyears old and four years 

younger than me. He has short straightahair, bright eyes and a friendlyasmile. 

Sometimesihe is rather naughty at home, but he usually doesawhat he isaasked to do. 

Peter is interested in sportsivery much, and at school he ofteniplays football 

and tennis. He is theibest badminton player iniour family. 

 

1. How old isiPeter? He is … years old. 

a. Four   

b. Fourteen 

c. Forty 

d. Ten 

 

2. Theiwriter is … yearsiold. 

a. Fourteen    

b. Sixteen 

c. Eighteen 

d. Nineteen 

 

3. Which of the followingistatement is not trueiabout Peter? 
a. He hasilong and straightihair. 

b. He has brightieyes. 

c. He isiinterested in sports. 

d. He plays football anditennis. 

 

4. “He hasishort straight hair, bright eyesiand a friendly smile.” (Paragraph 1) The 

synonym of underline wordiis  

a. Loyal 

b. Angry 

c. Bad 

d. Handsome 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

5. “Peter is the youngestiin our family.” (Paragraph 1) The antonym of theiunderline 

word is....  

a. Tallest  

b. Bigger 

c. Oldest 

d. Happiest  

 

6. “Sometimes he is rather naughty at home ....” (Paragraph 1) From the sentence 

above, which one isiadjective?  

a. Sometimes  

b. Rather  

c. Naughty  

d. Home 

 

7.   ”He isifourteen years old . . . Than me.” The underlinediword refers to …. 

a. Jack 

b. Theiwriter 

c. The writer’s brother 

d. theiwriter’s family 

 

8. “Jack is interested in sports very much, and at school he plays football and tennis.” 

The underlinediphrase can be replaced by  

a. Dislikeisport 

b. Reallyilikes sport 

c. Hates sport veryimuch 

d. Findsasport not reallyientertaining 

 

9. “He is the bestibadminton player in ourifamily.” (Paragraph 2) The synonym of the 

underlinediword is....  

a. Good  

b. Worse  

c. Usual  

d. Bad  

 

The followingatext is for questions number 11 to 14. 

I have a closeaFriend. Her name is Amanda. She isibeautiful, attractive, and 

trendy. Sheaalways wants to be a trend setteraof the day. She always pays much 

attention on her appearance. Recently, she bought a new boot fromiBlowfish shoes 

production. The shoesireally suit her.  

Her new Blowfish women shoes areawonderful. When she walks with the 

shoes, all of her friends, includingime will watch and admire her that she has theimost 

suitable shoes for heraphysical appearance. The style, bright color, and the brand 

represent her as a smart woman of the day. She really has a perfectiappearance.  



 
 

 
 
 
 

She really likes the shoes. She said that theiproducts covered all genders. The 

blowfish men’s shoes areias elegant as the women’s shoes. The products provide 

various choice from ballet, casual, untiliathletic shoes. Those shoes designed 

iniattractive way. The products are international trader mark and becomeithe hottest 

trend. 

 

10. “She is beautiful, iattractive, anditrendy.” (Paragraph 1) The antonym word ofithe 

underlined word is ....  

a. Sweety 

b. Good looking  

c. Pretty  

d. Ugly  

 

11. “She has the mostasuitable shoes for her physicaliappearance.” (Paragraph 2) 

From theisentence above, which one isiadjective? 

a. Suitable  

b. Shoes  

c. Physical 

d. Appearance  

 

12.  “Her new Blowfish women shoes are wonderful.” (Paragraph 2) The synonym of 

theiunderlined word is....  

a. Poor  

b. Terrible  

c. Unusual  

d. Awesome  

 

13. The style, bright color, and the brand represent her ....” (Paragraph 2) The 

antonym of “bright” is....  

a. Dark  

b. Shiny  

c. Dazzling  

d. Glowing 

B. Chooseithe correct answer byicrossing a, b, c, or d!  

 

14. “CristianoaRonaldo is aafamous footballer. He is from Portugal, a country in 

Europe. Before playing foraReal Madrid, he has played foriSporting Lisbon and 

ManchesteriUnited.” How many adjectives are there in the sentences?  

a. 1  

b. 2  

c. 3  

d. 4 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

15. “MaudyaAyunda is my favoriteaartist. She is very beautifuliand smart.” How 

many adjectives are there in the sentence?  

a. 1  

b. 2  

c. 3  

d. 4  

 

16. Aisyah …. a diligent student at her class.  

a. Are  

b. Is  

c. Am  

d. Were  

 

17. Zayn is a … student, so he getsifirst rank in theischool.  

a. Boring  

b. Smart  

c. Big  

d. Cold 

 

18. Theyi…. Not angry.  

a. Am  

b. Are  

c. Is  

d. Was 

 

19. Didi likes to make peopleilaugh. He is ….  

a. Serious  

b. Funny  

c. Loyal  

d. Stingy 

 

20. Daniel has a height above the average of his classmate. He is a ….boy  

a. Tall  

b. Short  

c. Slim  

 d. Stock 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX III 

REAL NAME OFiSTUDENTS 

Experimental Class 

No.  RealiName  Initial ofiStudents 

1 Adam Lubis AL 

2 Aditya Warman AW 

3 Ana Gadis Anindi AGA 

4 Alya Eza Rahmadani AER 

5 Arifin Al-Habib AA 

6 Habib Zulkifli HZ 

7 Halomoan Hasibuan HH 

8 Hendri Tanjung HT 

9 Khofifah Utami KU 

10 Khoirul Afandi KHA 

11 Khoirul Amri Siregar KAS 

12 Khoirul Amhar Lubis KAL 

13 Marsya Suasana Ginting MSG 

14 Muhammad Ardiansyah MA 

15 Muhammad Hafiz MH 

16 Namira Lubis NL 

17 Nur Azizah NA 



 
 

 
 
 
 

18 Rodiah Al Adawiyah RAA 

19 Salman Al-Farisi SAF 

20 Salsabila Harahap SH 

21 Sanji Aji Nasution SAN 

22 Sinta Sari Pohan SSP 

23 Sri Bunga Harum Lestari SBHL 

24 Wal Ikrom WI 

25 Yuda Wastu YW 

26 Yuyun Nadia YN 

27 Zeid Ahsan Albana ZAA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

Controlled Class 

No.  
Real Name  Initial of Students 

1 
Aditya Rahadi Nasution ARN 

2 
Aril Hasonangan AH 

3 
Aisyah Ramadhani AR 

4 
Ahmad Zidni Al-Aufa AZA 

5 
Arabia Sakinah AS 

6 
Afifa Tokhuriah AT 

7 
Annisa Raudatulhasanah AR 

8 
Diki Pratama DP 

9 
Dina Febrianti DF 

10 
Ellisa Fitri EF 

11 
Hikmah Fitriani HF 

12 
Ikhlas Arrozi IA 

13 
M Rio Irawan Pohan MRIP 

14 
Masriana Sitompul MS 

15 
Mutiara Tanjung MT 

16 
Nur Hamida Sitompul NHS 

17 
Nur Risky Amanda NRA 

18 
Naila Amalia Firdaus NAF 

19 
Pahrur Ramadhan PR 



 
 

 
 
 
 

20 
Padli Siregar PS 

21 
Rina Maimuna RM 

22 
Royhan Rafa RR 

23 
Rayhan Sunandar RS 

24 
Sandi Awiyah SA 

25 
Solah Nasution SN 

26 
Toharuddin Lubis TL 

27 
Wahdan Maulidayani WM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX   IV ii 

VALIDITY TEST 

No Name 

The Number ofiTest 

Total Score 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1

0 

1

1 

1

2 

1

3 

1

4 

1

5 

1

6 

1

7 

1

8 

1

9 

2

0 

1 AGN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 95 

2 AFG 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 90 

3 A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 18 90 

4 AC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 17 85 

5 AFA 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 95 

6 ET 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 90 

7 FG 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 18 90 

8 FR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 100 

9 GHB 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 18 90 

10 HB 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 11 55 

11 HLS 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 11 55 

12 IS 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 12 60 

13 IM 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 9 45 

14 I 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 8 40 

15 JK 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 10 50 

16 JM 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 9 45 

17 KH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 17 85 

18 KM 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 10 50 

19 KIL 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 12 60 

20 LT 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 15 75 



 
 

 
 
 
 

21 LM 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 17 85 

22 LMN 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 11 55 

23 MFH 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 12 60 

24 RJ 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 10 50 

25 RI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 100 

26 TW 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 16 80 

27 ZM 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 10 50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX V 

RELIABILTiTEST 

ReliabilityiStatistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N ofiItems 

,782 20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX VI 

RESEARCH PERMIT 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 

APPENDIX VII 

LETTER OF REPLY FROM SCHOOL 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX VIII 

DOCUMENTATION 

  

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


